FROM THE WATCHMAN’S CORNER!

A SPECIAL WARNING TO THE ISRAELITE PEOPLE!

This is a special message sent out to a select group of people (see 1 Peter 2:9), who recognize the fact they are "born from above children of Abraham and thus true Israelites, with a special obligation to God and our people".

In (Hosea 4:6) we read, as God speaks: "My (Israelite) people are destroyed for lack of KNOWLEDGE." (Not EDUCATION, but KNOWLEDGE. They are not the same. Our nation is overrun by educated idiots in both politics and the church, who refuse to see that God's way is the only way that will lead to peace and safety.) So they blunder along, "doing their own thing", whatever that may be, leading our people deeper and deeper into the Zionist quicksand of the New World Order.

In his State of the Union Address, President George Bush deliberately mislead the American people, as it was meant to do. (This statement is going to make many of you angry, for you may say: "We should be backing our President in this present crisis and he must be right. Look at his high approval rating." Yet we see where Moses warned ancient Israel in (Exodus 23:2) - "Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil..." More often than not, in history, the majority has been wrong.

The President has fooled many gullible Christians by his pronouncement that he is a "born again" Christian, but those of us who understand FREEMASONRY, know that a 32° Mason cannot be a Christian, as their first loyalty must be to the Lodge, and Jesus said (Matthew 6:24) - "No man can serve two masters...Ye cannot serve God and mammon," (the world order). I am not judging Mr. Bush, but am going by what he does, not by what he says. "For by their fruits shall ye know them."

Ask yourself this question. "Is George Bush's 'just cause,' one you would be willing to die for?" His "cause", without a doubt is the defense of Zionism, which means defense of their often repeated threat to control the world through their New World Order.

If you feel this strongly about the defense of the President's actions, it may come as a shock to you to know that 60 Israeli officers and E.M. have refused to take military action against the Palestinians, recognizing that the Israeli State is in the wrong in it's persecution of these people. It is the first time in Israeli history there has been a mutiny in their ranks.

You don't hear much about this in the U.S. media or on TV news.
This incident was reported in the New York Times of 1/29/02. 60 Israeli officers and E.M. assigned to duty in the Palestinian sector of the West Bank have resigned "en masse", objecting to the Israelis inhuman treatment of the Palestinians by destroying their homes, and killing their people, for no cause other than to further the Zionist cause. No doubt they will be severely punished for refusal to obey orders. It is good to know that some, even among the Jews have a sense or moral outrage.

George Bushs' "just cause" is not theirs, and should not be yours if you are an American, and especially if you are a professing Christian. God's warning in (2 Chronicles 19:2) is still in force: "Shouldest thou help the ungodly? (they are anti-Christ's according to (1 John 2:22), and love them that hate the LORD? (they call, Him a "bastard") therefore is wrath upon thee from before the LORD." You can't flaunt your refusal to OBEY God and throw your DISOBEDIENCE in His face, no matter what church or political group you belong to or how much money you may have in the bank, and expect to "come home free". God's judgement against evil is sure, no matter whether you want to accept it or not, and "unless you repent, you shall all perish".

With all our self-caused troubles, we don't need God to be angry with us, or as a bumper sticker I saw said: "God is back; and is He mad!"

Those of you who insist on defending the immoral, and unjust policies of International Zionism, may soon be called on to die for them. Is it worth while?

There is much evidence that phony investigations into the 9-11 tragedy are being carried out by liberals in Congress, with presidential approval, designed to cover up TREASON and being defended by Bush in the name of maintaining "National unity."

Now we see an attempt to grossly under estimate the number of casualties at the World Trade Center. The New York Times, has long insisted that this figure is between 2,000 to 4,000, when evidence is mounting that as many as 10,000 to 15,000 may have died in this tragedy and the subsequent collapse of several large adjacent buildings.

Jewish real estate men bought the World Trade Center building weeks before 9-11 took place and are now attempting with typical Jewish CHUTZPAH, to receive double benefits from the insurance company, claiming two attacks and a total settlement of $7-billion.

No doubt this settlement will "grease the palms" of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), Americans for Separation of Church and Statem and of course A.D.L.
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All of these Jewish controlled groups are decidedly anti-Christian. They have gone so far as to buy up supplies of a conservative book - THE HOLOCAUST DOGMA OF JUDAISM, to keep the truth from the American people.

Be prepared for serious trouble if you live near major installations such as chemical, water works or nuclear facilities. These facts are not meant to frighten you but to prepare you for serious days which are still to come and which will be used by our enemies to destroy us if possible. Remember the days predicted by the prophet Ezekiel in chapters 38 and 39 of his prophetic book, are still in the future. This attack will not be against the anti-Christ's of Judaism, as our Fundamental and Judeo-Christian pastors predict, but against the land of "true Israel", as they dwell in relative safety in their new home predicted in (2 Samuel 7:10).

This event was forseen by George Washington in his remarkable Valley Forge Vision. The Ezekiel predictions cannot fit in any way with Old Palestine. (Read these chapters and see for yourself). You do not have to depend on false prophets like Jerry Falwell and Jack Van Impe. The Book gives you an accurate description of what will take place, and none of it fits Old Palestine.

Get the TRUTH out to our people, for our danger is REAL!

(The above information as taken from CRIMINAL POLITICS Magazine, January 31, 2002 issue, Editor Lawrence Patterson, P.O. Box 37818, Cincinnati, Ohio 45222. It is good to know in these perilous times that we still have men of courage who are not afraid to publish unpopular TRUTH, and who cannot be bought or intimidated. God give us many more of this character, for there are still many Christian men and women in America, who have not "bowed the knee to Baal or kissed him". "Horror of horrors" they are armed and intend, under God to remain FREE, no matter what the cost! These MUST be eliminated before the Zionist New World Order can take over and "you are their target!"

This same issue of CRIMINAL POLITICS released information you will not hear from the media or on the evening TV news.

Are you ready for some more TRUTH?

There is reason to believe that on September 11th, the day of the attack, a Chinese People's Liberation Army transport landed at Kabul, Afghanistan, with a delegation of high Chinese officials. They had come to sign a contract with Al Qeda, based on the success of their 9-11 attack. (Anything that weakens America is good for Communist China).
According to author Gordon Thomas, a Washington Insider, Red China promised to provide state-of-the-art military equipment to the Taliban if their 9-11 attack was a success.

Gordon Thomas is a prolific author of 38 books that have achieved a sale of over 45 million copies in 36 countries. Seven of his books have been made into major motion pictures, including the five time Academy Award winning VOYAGE OF THE DAMNED. His current book, being filmed for a 22-hour television series to be screened sometime this year, is SEEDS OF FIRE:...CHINA & the STORY BEHIND THE ATTACK ON AMERICA.

This 500-page book includes 100 pages of never-before-published official documents as well as redacted documents concerning the INSLAW largest global software theft...and the details concerning the MK-Ultra program of the CIA and the link between newspaper magnate Robert Maxwell, (a confirmed Zionist) and the theft of the entire Universe of America's nuclear secrets from the Los Alamos laboratories.

The last chapter deals with the blockbusting story of Bin Laden's dealings with the Red Chinese government and his winning financial and military support from Red China. There is some evidence available that Bin Laden may have been rescued from Afghanistan within a few days after the attack, and is now in a safe haven inside China.

The Red Chinese have been converting massive U.S. dollar reserves, in a critical strategic shift, hinting at a new level of hostility against America.

Because of our foolish involvement with the Israelis, America is being driven into a world-wide military and religious conflict with our deadliest enemy - Red China.
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Bin Laden's cooperation with Red China seems to hang on a promise that Muslim extremists would not stir up trouble in China's heavily Moslem We

Several hours later according to Gordon Thomas, a coded "red alert" from the Isaraeli MOSSAD's Tel Aviv Headquarters presented a "worst secenario" that China would use it's surrogate Bin Laden for further attacks against the United States which would be in China's interest.

President Bush was given an immediate briefing which predicted that Red China would not support any action against Bin Laden.

What was the President's response? On December 28, while Americans were celebrating the holidays, few took notice that President Bush had granted Red China "permanent normal trade status." He called it the "final step in normalizing relations" that were terminated when the Jackson-Vanik Law ended these relations in 1974.

Very little of this critical decision was mentioned in America's controlled news.

Today Red China, who we have already financed to the tune of over $200-billion - with our trade deficits - are appraently going to use these funds to finance endless aggression against the United States and the other primarily White Christian nations of the West. (Remember the prophecy of Ezekiel 38, 39 and George Washington's Valley Forge Vision have not yet taken place).

Could it be possible that once more the Satanically inspire Zionists, have subverted Americans, including countless numbers who call themselves Christian, to where we are being sucked deeper and deeper into the Zionist quicksand which will lead to their New World Order?

Now is the time, especially if you call yourselves Christian, for concerned Americans to question any government authority that will take away our freedoms. These men and women who govern
us MUST be held accountable for their "oath of office to protect and defend the Constitution and our people against all enemies, both foreign and domestic". There must be no excuse for them if they refuse.

I would suggest we start with a search for "terrorists" in the sacred halls of Congress, and among many of our so-called Christian churches.

We do not know what 2002 will bring, but of this we can be certain. If we are OBEDIENT to God, no matter what the odds against us may be, we will be VICTORIOUS. "For this is the victory that overcomes the world (order), even our FAITH," (1 John 5:4).

We who love God and our nation hold the KEY to the SURVIVAL of Christendom and "White Christian civilization". We MUST not fail for to do so will put this world back into a Dark Age, worse than anything it has ever seen! If we follow God's plan in (2 Chronicles 7:14), there is no force on earth or in hell Zionism - Communism - Red China or Moslem extremism that can destroy us!

Yours for Christ and a FREE CHRISTIAN REPUBLIC,

Jack Mohr

(PLEASE NOTE THIS LETTER IS BEING SENT IN ROUGH FORM, RUN OFF ON MY OFFICE COPIER TO CUT PRINTING COSTS), JM.